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By Amber Williams
A S S O C I A T E  N E W S  E D I T O R
Charleston native and
Republican Chapin Rose was
victorious in the race for state
representative in the 110th dis-
trict Tuesday night and looks
forward to adding his enthusi-
asm to the state house.
At age 28, Rose said he is a
part of a generation of people
who are more
c o n c e r n e d
about issues
and people
instead of vot-
ing along
party lines.
“It is time to
shake things
up a little bit.
We are excited
for the future,” Rose said.
At press time, Rose won over
opponent John Hayden in a
15,750 – 8,322 vote. 
One of Rose’s top priorities
once he takes office is ensuring
the institutions of higher educa-
tion keep their funding and
more money goes to local
schools. This is an especially big
concern considering the educa-
tion budget may be cut again to
avoid another tax hike, Rose
said.
“We have to make darn sure
higher education and education
budgets are protected,” Rose
said.
That includes working with
the Student Senate and the
Student Action Team at Eastern
to help students and increase
state funding, Rose told The
Daily Eastern
News previ-
ously.
As state rep-
r e s e n t a t i v e ,
Rose will unite
his efforts
with those of
the Student
Action Team, he said.
Rose said he would also like to
see the tax credit for ethanol
gasoline reinstated to further
assist farmers.
Winning the race was espe-
cially rewarding for Rose after
his long hours of campaigning
over the past several months. 
Election day began early for
Rose, who got up at 2:30 a.m. to
put out campaign signs in the
rain. He then proceeded to have
coffee at area coffee shops to
talk to residents, and kept going
for the rest of the day.
“I tell you it has been a whirl-
wind, rollercoaster day,” Rose
said.
After his loss, Hayden said he
would possibly consider running
for state representative in the
future, and felt that he ran a
good race. “Overall, it was a
great experience,” Hayden said.
By Jeremy Pelzer
C I T Y  R E P O R T E R
Thanks in part to a landslide vic-
tory in Coles County, Republican
Dale Righter
easily clinched
his bid for state
senate over
D e m o c r a t
Steve Thomas.
At press
time, with 78
percent of
p r e c i n c t s
r e p o r t i n g ,
Righter had
36,712 votes to
Thomas’ 16,679.
The numbers
were more lop-
sided in Coles
County, where
Righter out-
polled Thomas,
a former
lawyer and
reporter from
Monticello, by a 3 to 1 margin. 
Righter, currently a state repre-
sentative representing Coles
County, said he was “obviously
pleased with the numbers,” and
added that he was glad his race
with Thomas stayed positive
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ILLINOIS (AP) — Democrats won nearly every statewide office
Tuesday, routing a Republican Party divided by scandal and inter-
nal bickering.
Rod Blagojevich’s victory over Jim Ryan puts a Democrat in the
governor’s office for the first time since 1977. Combined with the
party’s takeover of the legislature, Democrats will have tremendous
power to set policy on taxes, social services, labor law and more.
They also will inherit a budget deficit expected to zoom past $2
billion next year. Democrats could be forced to make difficult
choices about raising taxes or cutting government services.
Democrat Dick Durbin also was re-elected easily to the U.S.
Senate, giving the state one Democratic senator and one
Republican. Illinois, which lost one U.S. House seat to redistrict-
ing, will send 10 Republicans and nine Democrats to Congress.
Democrats already control the state Supreme Court. Secretary
of State Jesse White and Comptroller Dan Hynes crushed their
opponents, and state Sen. Lisa Madigan was elected attorney gen-
eral.
``It was a very bad year for Republicans.
They’ve lost touch with the people of Illinois,’’
said U.S. Rep. Bobby Rush, D-Chicago, who
won re-election easily.
Treasurer Judy Baar Topinka was the lone
bright spot for the GOP, winning re-election
over Democratic state Rep. Tom Dart. With 90
percent of precincts reporting unofficial
results Tuesday, Topinka had 54 percent and Dart had 44 percent.
In the governor’s race, with 91 percent of precincts reporting
unofficial results, Blagojevich had 53 percent, Ryan had 44 per-
cent of the vote.
Blagojevich worked from the moment he won the primary to
convince voters that Republicans’ lock on the governor’s mansion
had led to a budget crisis and corruption.
After a divisive primary, Ryan, the state attorney general, spent
much of the campaign trying to distance himself from
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“Tell the truth
and don’t be afraid.”
V O L U M E  8 7 , N U M B E R  5 2
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Dale Righter
Chapin Rose
Jack of all trades
Top Cat Brian Caroll has excelled
at every position he has played 
this season.
Page 12
Righter
makes
move to
senate
Blagojevich
named new
governor
S T E P H E N  H A A S / S T A F F  P H O T O G R A P H E R
Republican Chapin Rose talks on his cellular phone Tuesday night while watching
the election results at the Coles County Courthouse. At press time, Rose had
earned 60 percent of the vote for 110th district state representative with 80 percent
of the precincts reporting. 
Charleston native wins state representative race
More of fee spent than expected Art Alexakis,lead singer ofEverclear, per-
forms at the
concert put on
by University
Board in Lantz
Arena Saturday,
Oct. 26.
University Board
has began plan-
ning the next
concert to be
held at Eastern.
C O L I N  M C A U L I F F E / P H O T O  E D I T O R
Election2002
More inside
 Familiar
names do well
in elections
across the
nation.
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More inside
 Dick Durbin
and Tim
Johnson will
continue to
represent
Illinois in
Washington.
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More inside
 County and
local races
and issues
were decided
Tuesday night.
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By Melissa Nielsen
C A M P U S  E D I T O R
While the University Board did
not plan on breaking even or turn-
ing a profit when it brought
Everclear to Eastern, they spent
more of the student concert fee on
the show than expected. 
However, even with the UB’s
underestimates, they have spent
fewer concert fee dollars on vari-
ous shows throughout the semes-
ter than anticipated.
UB chair Caleb Judy said the UB
has calculated estimates from the
Everclear concert on Oct. 26 in
Lantz Gymnasium, and while some
costs may fluctuate, he expects
most fees will remain constant or
close to predictions. 
“If they change it will be very
insignificantly, like by a couple of
hundred dollars here or there,”
Judy said. 
The UB used about $29,500 from
the student concert fee budget.
While the board didn’t make any
initial estimates on how much of
the budget they would use, Judy
said they did not plan to use that
much money.
Ticket sales to the general public
were lower than he expected, caus-
ing the higher costs, he said. 
“One of the things I was disap-
pointed with was the general pub-
lic (ticket) sales,” he said.
The UB sold 1,613 tickets,
including 1,389 to students at $10
each and 224 to the general public
at $15 each. Revenue from ticket
sales totaled about $17,250. 
Lantz arena had the capacity to
S E E  C O N C E R T  Page  7
 Everclear costs exceed
predictions, UB still
financially sound
 Republican Rose
defeated Democrat John
Hayden 15,750-8,322
Madigan, Durbin also win election bids
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National French Week will continue
tonight with Game Night activities
Those who can’t interpret the
French phrase “c’est la vie” will
be given the opportunity to find
out what it means Wednesday
night.
National French Week will con-
tinue with Game Night at 6 p.m.
in Room 1170 of Coleman Hall
sponsored by the French Club.
The club invites all French-
speaking students and encour-
ages them to bring friends.
“There will be a variety of
board games from beginner to
more advanced,” said Dr.
Kathryn Bulver, professor of for-
eign language.
The beginner games will be for
those who are just learning to
speak French, and the advanced
games will entertain students
that are more experienced.
The French Club is headed by
President Alexis Berry and
meets every Thursday in
Coleman Hall. 
– Compiled by Lindsey Nawojski
By Melissa Nielsen
C A M P U S  E D I T O R
The Marching Blue and the
Pink Panther Dance Team
stepped out of their routine
Sunday to entertain a new set of
fans.
The marching band, the color
guard and the Pink Panther
Dance Team dazzled audiences
at the RCA Dome in
Indianapolis, Ind., Sunday dur-
ing halftime of the Indianapolis
Colts and Tennessee Titans foot-
ball game, said Lindsay
Samuels, graduate assistant to
the marching band.
“The band had a lot of fun,”
Samuels said. “They got to per-
form in front of over 55,000 peo-
ple. It was a fun trip.”
Samuels said it was the first
time the band ever played in
front of a crowd that large, and
they were thrilled to be invited
to perform. 
“It was good exposure for
Eastern,” she said. “The kids
represented Eastern very well.”
The Marching Blue per-
formed “Play That Funky
Music,” and “Tear the Roof off
this Sucka” and the Pink
Panthers developed dance rou-
tines to both pieces.
C O R R E C T I O N
In monday’s edition of
the Daily Eastern News a
cutline misidentified
Eastern rugby player
Jackie Jaworek as the play-
er with uniform no. 61, she
is no. 6. In the same cutline,
the rugby team was cited as
having an 8-0 record. The
team is 9-0. The News
regrets the errors.
By Layne Utsinger
S T A F F  W R I T E R
Those who suffer from
extreme sadness or a loss of
enjoyment in activities once
found pleasurable may be suffer-
ing from depression.
“Feeling Low,” a  presentation
to help students recognize the
symptoms of depression will be
held at 7:30 p.m. Wednesday in
the Effingham Room of the
Martin Luther King Jr.
University Union.
Common symptoms that will
be discussed include becoming
withdrawn from friends and
sleeping or eating too much or
too little.
The presenters, Julie Hoffman
and Bridget Busse, interns at the
Eastern Counseling Center, along
with Shawn Ness, a graduate
assistant, hope to teach people
that depression is a common
problem that affects approxi-
mately 1.5 million adults in the
United States.
“‘Feeling Low’ offers a way
for people to learn more about
depression and how to treat
people who suffer from
depression,” Hoffman said.
A variety of topics will be
discussed throughout the pres-
entation. Signs and symptoms,
treatments and intervention to
help depressed people, the def-
inition of depression and how
to help someone who is poten-
tially suicidal, will all be dis-
cussed.
“Depression affects a great
deal of college students and it
is a treatable problem,”
Hoffman said. “People should
not hesitate to get help.” 
“Feeling Low” is a annual
presentation in accordance
with National Depression
Screening Day. 
Students and faculty are
invited and those who attend
will have the opportunity to be
screened for depression.
By Mary Carnevale
S T A F F  W R I T E R
Education majors will have the
opportunity to get in contact with
representatives from school dis-
tricts across the nation
Wednesday.
Career services will host a job
fair from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. in the
Grand Ballroom of the Martin
Luther King Jr. University
Union. 
Education majors will be able
to get information about districts
they are interested in and possi-
bly get involved with their future
careers.
Kelli Brosam, a career adviser
for education and professional
studies majors, said the job fair
serves both Eastern students and
representatives from the school
districts. “There are potential
job openings that need to be
filled in many teaching districts
and students will need jobs after
graduation,” Brosam said. “By
bringing them together, both par-
ties’ needs are served.”
The majority of the represen-
tatives are from Illinois, but
there will also be district repre-
sentatives from Alaska,
California, Indiana, North
Carolina, Tennessee and Texas.  
Brosam said representatives
will be looking to recruit teach-
ers for their district and the job
fair is open to all students
regardless of their year in
school, but the majority of atten-
dees are expected to be juniors
and seniors.  
Last year 260 students attend-
ed the job fair and representa-
tives from 54 school districts
were present.
Career services posts informa-
tion on their Web site (www.job-
srv.eiu.edu) about what districts
will be present and what majors
particular districts are looking
for.
Presentation to
address depression
Job fair will be hosted
for education majors
Marching band, dancers entertained
at Colts game Sunday evening
S T E P H E N  H A A S / S T A F F  P H O T O G R A P H E R
Alexis Berry, a senior foreign language major, and president of the French Club, prepares to make some crepes in
Coleman Hall on Tuesday night. The French Club put on French Food NIght as one activity during French Week
here on campus. Tonight is is the club’s Game Night in room 1170 of Coleman Hall at 6 p.m.
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Kappa Delta
congratulates the 2002-2003 council
President                                 Becky Kiehl
VP New Member Education   Megan Martin
VP Membership                     Katie Kearns
VP Public Relations         Chelsea Fredrick
VP Standards                      Pam Medema
Scribe                                   Ashley Frack
Treasurer                              Danielle Rath
Assistant Treasurer              Amber Borgart
Panhellenic Delegate                  Katie Betz
Happy 21st
Mandy!
Hope you have a
great day! Be safe,
have fun.
Love you bunches!
Love, Nea
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WOULD LIKE TO THANK THEIR PAST
COUNCIL  FOR A WONDERFUL YEAR!
President                            Jennifer Smith
VP New Member Education     Becky Kiehl
VP Membership                   Rachel Foster
VP Public Relations                     Val Jany
VP Standards                       Lisa Sherrick
Scribe                             Danielle Rozycki
Treasurer                             Danielle Rath
Assistant Treasurer             Amber Borgart
Panhellenic Delegate   Jamie Lynn KassnerAdvertise
IT REALLY WILL PAY OFF          GIVE IT A TRY
Election2002
Democrat Durbin wins Senate
election with 63 percent of vote
By John Chambers
S T U D E N T  G O V E R N M E N T  E D I T O R
Democrat Richard
Durbin, D-Illinois, won
Tuesday’s U.S. Senate
election running against
Republican Jim Durkin
and Libertarian Steve
Burgauer. At press time,
Durbin had 63 percent of
the vote with 91 percent
of the precincts report-
ing.
Durbin press secre-
tary Stacey Zolt said Durbin had the advan-
tage of endorsement from the Illinois
Chamber of Commerce.
“It is quite and achievement to have busi-
ness and labor on his side,” Zolt said.
Zolt said taxes and health care might not
be immediate issues Durbin will tackle, but
transportation will be an issue.
“I don’t think you’re going to see any-
thing happening in the future as far as tax
cuts,” she said. “We need to bring down
the cost of insurance (for health care).”
Durbin, who was elected to senate in
1996, served as co-chairman of the
Democratic Platform Committee in
2000.
Durbin said on his official Web site,
“During the months ahead I will contin-
ue to work on the important issues that
matter to Illinois families, including the
war on terrorism, education, affordable
health care, pension protection and cor-
porate accountability.”
Durkin has no immediate future polit-
ical plans, press secretary Dave Kalm
said.
“Right now we are going to take some
time. It’s been a long campaign,” he said.
“We’re going to have to take a very close
look at the Republican party from the
grassroots down.”
Kalm said the public elected Durbin
as a representative with a greater
advantage in terms of campaign fund-
ing, including spending around $1 mil-
lion the day before the election on ads to
educate voters on “how to spell his
name.”
“By electing Senator Durbin I think
they went with an incumbent who had $6
million to run ad after ad,” he said. “We
were outspent several times.”
Kalm said the funding put Durkin up
against a wall.
“(Durkin) did his best by leveling the
playing field (with campaign trips). You
really can’t compete.”
U.S. Representative Johnson
wins overwhelmingly Tuesday
By Nate Bloomquist
S T A F F  E D I T O R
Voters overwhelmingly
voted for incumbent
Republican Timothy
Johnson for U.S.
Representative Tuesday
night.
Johnson led 87,665-
42,995 over Democrat
Joshua Hartke in the race
for the 15th congressional
district with 76 percent of
the precincts reporting.
Green Party candidate Carl Estabrook
received 3,985 votes or 3 percent.
In Coles County, Johnson earned 63 per-
cent of the vote (9,274) to Hartke’s 33 per-
cent. Estabrook received 455 votes.
Johnson, who lives in Urbana, has served
the past four years in the 15th District and
prior to that spent six years in the state
General Assembly. He was also a professor
at Parkland College in Champaign.
“This election was set from the beginning
when the Democrats almost decided not to run
a candidate against Johnson and give him a
free ride back to Washington,” Estabrook
said. “But when they decided to run a can-
didate, then we had to distinguish our-
selves from the Democrats and
Republicans and that’s very hard to do.”
Estabrook said Coles County gave him a
boost.
“Eastern was almost instrumental in the
growth of the Green group in the county,”
Estabrook said. “We definitely made some
progress in a lot of areas and I believe that
when the final numbers come in we’ll be
close to 5 percent.”
Estabrook said he was unsure about run-
ning again in 2004.
“I think the Democrats thought we’d just
go away if we got less than 5 percent, but
that’s not going to happen,” he said. “We’re
here to stay because we’ve got a lot of peo-
ple behind us. I’d like to see a primary for
the Green Party in the next election, but
I’m not going to make any decisions about
my future yet. I am certainly going to
remain active in the party.” Johnson could
not be reached for comment.
C A I T L I N  B U L L I S / A S S O C I A T E  P H O T O  E D I T O R
Jacob Adeszeko, a freshman psychology major, hands his voting ballot to Jack Randin, a
Charleston resident and Judge of Election, in the Martin Luther King Jr. University Union
Tuesday afternoon.
Republicans rule locally
By Maura Possley
C I T Y  E D I T O R
Tuesday night’s election for 5th Judicial
Circuit Court Judge proved a bit tight at
first, but Republican Mitch Shick walked
away with the win.
Shick won against Democrat Steve
Ferguson by a vote of 29,762-25,399.
“It feels wonderful,” Shick said. “(It was)
a lot of hard work; it’s just a great feeling.
“It was truly a joy to run against a class
individual like Steve Ferguson. We were
friends during the campaign and we’ll be
after.”
Although Ferguson didn’t walk away
with a win Tuesday, he was satisfied with
his campaign run.
“We ran the best race we could,”
Ferguson said. “We’re satisfied with
that.”
As far as plans for his position, Shick
said he wants to work on preventing
crime instead of just punishing it.
“(To) start looking forward to ways to
improve our judicial system,” he said.
Those plans include bringing a “drug
court” to Charleston, which works with
first time drug offenders to treat their
addiction instead of putting them direct-
ly in prison. The specialized program
has been used in Vermilion County and
been successful, Shick said. 
“It tries to address issues in that
defendants life,” he said. 
In addition, he said the drug court
program would reduce the amount of
people in prison aiding the current prob-
lem of overcrowded jails in the area that
has stemmed from the abundance of
drug use and drug busts in the past few
years. 
Also Tuesday night, a proposition that
limits the amount property taxes are
raised each year also passed Tuesday
night by 3,930 votes.
Among other elections was the county
board; in district one, Republican
George E. Edwards won over Democrat
William A. Harrington 853-601. In dis-
trict two, Republican John J. Hurst won
uncontested as did Republican A. Max
Davis in district three. 
In district four, Republican Tim Gover
won over Democrat Johna Shackles
1,118-501.
In county board district five,
Republican Earl E. Volkman won against
Democrat Robert Webb 709-550. In dis-
trict six, Democrat John A. French won
over Republican Paul D. Coffman 905-
641. 
In district seven, Democrat Robert
Crowder won uncontested and in district
eight Democrat Daniel Lawrence won
against Jerome C. Groniger 652-528. 
In district nine, Republican Janice K.
Eads won uncontested as well as
Republican Carl Furry in district 10. In
district 11, Democrat Pat Black won
against Republican Thomas E. Burton
546-483. Lastly, in district 12, Democrat
Ray Allen won uncontested.
In the 5th Judicial District, Judges
Ashton C. Waller, Tracy W. Resch and
Dale A. Cini were retained.
Dick Durbin
Timothy Johnson
“Eastern was almost instru-
mental in the growth of the
Green group in the county.”
—Carl Estabrook
“By electing Senator Durbin I
think they went with an
incumbent who had $6 mil-
lion to run ad after ad. We
were outspent several times.”
—Dave Kalm
Now is not the time to be polit-
ically correct?
I don’t think so.
Cal Thomas, syndicated
columnist for The Los Angeles
Times, wrote in his column
Monday that it is time for
Americans to stop being cordial
to any Muslims living in
America and realize that every-
one is a suspect because of the
war on terrorism.
“It is past time to stop worry-
ing about political correctness
and the names we might be
called – such as intolerant bigot-
ed Islamophobes – and start
telling the truth. America’s ene-
mies are among us,” Thomas
wrote.
So really what Thomas is
advocating is not an escape from
political correctness, but the
beginning of more bigotry and
intolerance against an entire
religious group.
Being an “intolerant bigoted
Islamophobe” is not something
we should take lightly and just
expect to be considered by the
outside world. This is the type of
image we Americans, being a
part of the land of the free and
the home of the brave, should
strive to stay away from in
every way we can.
How can anyone promote
more hate against Muslims with
the current state of domestic
and international affairs?
As the United States continues
to drop bombs in Afghanistan
and show more military pres-
ence in Iraq, we should have
compassion for the innocent peo-
ple in those countries who are
nothing but bystanders to
oppressive governments.
Hating and fearing the mem-
bers of the Muslim population
will not take away the terrorist
events that have already hap-
pened, nor will it stop any fur-
ther terrorist acts from occur-
ring.
If anything, this added tension
could lead to more acts of vio-
lence in the way of hate crimes. 
Thomas also said in his col-
umn that all Muslims can be sus-
pected as a potential terrorist. “I
do not doubt there are peaceful
Muslims, but they aren’t the
ones with the guns and the
explosives. How does one tell the
difference?” Thomas wrote.
If we all took Thomas’ lead,
we could suspect other religions
and nationalities of all being
criminals for different reasons.
We could suspect that all white
men are members of the Ku
Klux Klan and all Italians are in
the Mafia. 
Of course we would not make
such unreasonable assumptions,
so would should in turn, receive
Muslims with the same amount
of respect and understanding as
we would someone of any other
race or nationality.
Every group has its extrem-
ists, but they are the minority,
not the majority.
Muslims are citizens of this
country as much as any
Christian, Jew, atheist, pagan or
a member of any other religion. 
Just because we experienced
one very terrible act of terror-
ism against us from one group of
Muslim extremists does not
mean all Muslims are against
America. In fact, many are just
as horrified by the terrorist acts
as the rest of us.
The Muslim religion does not
advocate hate or violence, nor
should we accept it or justify it
in the name of our own peace of
mind.
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“Tell the truth and don’t be afraid.”
Amber Williams
News editor
and 
semi-monthly
columnist
for The Daily
Eastern News
Williams also is a
senior journalism
major.
She can be reached
at 581-2812 or
anwilliams@eiu.edu
Don’t stereotype a religion
O P I N I O N
Blue Crew
good for
spirit
E D I T O R I A L
When WEIU-FM used a
multidisc CD player loaded
with randomly arranged
recordings from its CD
library, the morning program
still had a little merit because
the recordings they played
were fine recordings of first-
rate music. 
During the time of WCPE’s
presence on WEIU-FM, the
poor signal quality, poor
music quality, and the horri-
ble commentary caused me
to mourn once again the
death of what was once a
very special classical music
program.
Now that the issue of the
radio station has been raised
before the Faculty Senate and
reported in The Daily Eastern
News on Oct. 23, I think it is
time to ask about the fate of
WEIU-FM’s classical music
library.
During the 13 years that I
was the classical music direc-
tor for WEIU-FM, I built an
excellent library of record-
ings. Because classical CD
recordings are rarely reis-
sued, many of the recordings
in the library are now out of
print and no longer available.
If WEIU plans to air “global
programs,” the music in the
classical record and CD
libraries will surely be kept
off the air.
Because of my experience
as a professional radio
announcer and a record
reviewer, having been on the
staff of the American Record
Guide for nearly a decade, I
feel certain that the commer-
cial “global programs” will
never approximate the quali-
ty of the programs we used to
produce in-house on WEIU-
FM. 
In their effort to please
audiences, NPR stations all
over the country play the
same “warhorses” over and
over again. Nobody plays
what we once called “new”
music (the WEIU-FM library
has lots of that), very few
stations play chamber music
(again the WEIU-FM library
has lots of chamber music),
and virtually no station ever
plays vocal music unless it
is part of an opera broad-
cast.
I feel that the recordings in
the WEIU-FM library, which
are the property of the uni-
versity, should be made avail-
able to the university commu-
nity. The most generous gift
that WEIU-FM could make at
this time would be to donate
the recordings to Booth
Library or the Eastern Music
Department.
Elaine Fine
graduate student in music
composition
New programs not the same quality
Y O U R  T U R N :  L E T T E R  T O  T H E  E D I T O R
“If we took Thomas’
lead, we could suspect
other religions and
nationalities of all
being criminals for 
different reasons.”
Editorial board
Shauna Gustafson, Editor in chief
Michelle Jones, Managing editor
Jamie Fetty, News editor
Amber Williams, Associate news editor
Jessica Danielewicz, Editorial page editor
Nate Bloomquist, Sports editor
slgustafson@eiu.edu
Efforts are being made to increase school spirit
and bring back a group that promotes a university
fan base. The Blue Crew is a good way to encour-
age athletic teams and promote school spirit.
As Student Body President Alison Mormino
said, there’s a lack of school spirit and a kind of
apathy on campus. Not to take away from the ded-
icated fans who do tune in on the radio or watch
ESPN when Eastern athletics are broadcasted, but
Eastern needs more school spirit.
Athletics are a part of col-
lege life. Many colleges take
great pride in their sports
teams. The athletes are our
classmates. This university is
small enough that it’s probable
all students have had at least
one student athlete in their
classes. Not only are sporting
events a great time to socialize,
but they are an opportunity for
students to support their class-
mates and show school spirit.
Schools have wars over which
athletic teams and which
schools are better. Coming to
an athletic event and offering support is a great
way to take pride in the university students are
paying thousands of dollars to attend.
Having more students come to tailgating than
those who stay for the football game does not
speak well for overall school spirit.
A couple of years ago, a few students started
dressing in blue, painting their faces and/or wear-
ing blue wigs and gathering together at basketball
games. They made a lot of noise and were credit-
ed with much of the cheering at the games.
Involvement dropped last semester, but athlet-
ics is pushing for the Blue Crew to come back.
Students who join the Blue Crew will receive uni-
versity blue T-shirts to wear to the games. This
organization should be taken seriously. Students
should not join just for the freebies, but they should
make a conscious effort to promote school spirit.
Athletes at this school and even national ath-
letes have been said to have claimed that a loud,
cheering crowd motivates them and helps them do
well. 
David Kidwell, assistant director of athletics,
sports information and marketing, said the Blue
Crew could really help the basketball team play
well. Students at Lantz Arena are put close to the
players. The crowd can help a team be successful.
The Blue Crew might become a recognized stu-
dent organization, and there’s no harm in that
either. The efforts to get students to show school
spirit should be commended.
The editorial is the majority opinion of the 
Daily Eastern News editorial board.
At issue
The creation of
the Blue Crew
Our stance
Having a
school spirit
group will be
good for the
teams as well
as to 
encourage 
students to 
support
Eastern’s 
athletics.
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR: The Daily Eastern News accepts letters to the editor
addressing local, state, national and international issues. They should be less than 250
words and include the authors’ name, telephone number and address. Students should
indicate their year in school and major. Faculty, administration and staff should indicate
their position and department. Letters whose authors cannot be verified will not be
printed. Depending on space constraints, we may edit letters, so keep it concise.
Letters can be sent to The Daily Eastern News at 1811 Buzzard Hall, Charleston IL
61920; faxed to 217-581-2923; or e-mailed to slgustafson@eiu.edu
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By John Chambers 
S T U D E N T  G O V E R N M E N T  E D I T O R
Student Senate passed a resolu-
tion last month suggesting stu-
dents become more involved in
faculty hiring procedures, but has
received mixed response from
administrators.
Student Government recom-
mended one student serve on
departmental search committees
and in other search methods, said
Ronnie Deedrick, student vice
president  for academic affairs
and coauthor of the resolution.
The resolution asks, “that stu-
dents be placed on any faculty
hiring procedures in accordance
with all laws, Internal Governing
Policies of Eastern Illinois
University, any regulations that
may be associated with hiring
searches and practices.”
Now, many departments have
candidates visit campus and
teach a class to students for
review of teaching style and
methods as part of the hiring
process.
The process normally takes a
year and includes approval of a
candidate from Blair Lord, vice
president for academic affairs.
Departments decide the area of
expertise for the open position
and many positions are advertised
nationally, history department
chair Anita Shelton previously told
The Daily Eastern News.
Students in the department are
given the chance to evaluate candi-
dates, but students are not qualified
to be involved in other processes,
such as evaluating applications,
Shelton said.
Deedrick spoke with the deans of
the four university colleges and
spoke at the Faculty Senate meeting
yesterday. He said a subcommittee
will likely be established through
Student Government to discuss fur-
ther student involvement in hiring
processes.
Deedrick said students will not like-
ly soon serve on search committees as
a mandatory university policy, but a
plan to include them as voting or ex-offi-
cio members is an extended goal.
“Now, it’s done, it’s not going to hap-
pen. We’re going to lay down a plan for
long term,” he said. “Right now the
deans have made it explicitly clear that
they will have students serving in some
aspect.”
Students do serve on various search
committees now for searches conduct-
ed through the College of Education
and Professional Studies, said chair
Charles Rohn.
Rohn said students mostly serve on
tenure faculty searches, but he would
question creating a standard for stu-
dents to serve on all search committees.
“There is no standard, which I think
is important to maintain that flexibili-
ty,” he said. “I’m very supportive of stu-
dent involvement in search processes.
Students are typically involved in our
college.”
Rohn said students could be
involved in the faculty interviewing
process and providing feedback in
different stages of the hiring process
besides serving on search commit-
tees. 
“There are a wide variety of ways
students could be involved in the
process and certainly influence
the outcome without actually
serving on a committee,” he
said.
By Maura Possley
C I T Y  E D I T O R
One more option is being added
to Lincoln Avenue for residents to
decide of where they would like to
eat.
A combined restaurant of KFC
and A&W menus is currently under
construction near Wal-Mart across
from Murphy USA service station
on Lincoln Avenue. 
“It adds a little bit to the city,”
City Manager Alan Probst said.
“It’s a welcomed addition.
Anything that enhances the city is
good.”
The construction for the new
restaurant began about two
weeks ago and Probst said the
company has quoted two
months for the work to be com-
plete.
The company building the
KFC and A&W is Bartlett
Management Services of Savoy,
where they have also built the
same combined restaurant. The
company is also planning to
build a KFC and A&W restau-
rant in the Bloomington-Normal
area, said Cindy Titus, execu-
tive director of the Charleston
Chamber of Commerce.
The Savoy KFC and A&W was
the first combination of the
restaurants for Bartlett
Management Services but the
company owns 45 different
restaurants in the Illinois-
Indiana-Wisconsin region, man-
ager Josh Draughon, said. 
Draughon said the
Charleston restaurant is
expected to open for business
in mid-January.
So far, the Savoy restaurant
is a success since its opening
August 8 and is number two or
three in success for all the
company’s restaurants. But,
Draughon said KFC remains
the popular choice, taking in 70
percent of business.
“We’re doing great,”
Draughon said. “We get tons of
people in. We’re obviously
doing something right.”
That area, Probst said, is
intended to be developed by
individual developers that
include an upscale apartment
complex for students and a
strip mall. 
“(KFC and A&W) is just kind
of the start of it,” he said. 
Titus also said that there are
more businesses planned for
the same area but could not
elaborate on which businesses
in particular.
“Eventually that would be
something we could look for-
ward to,” she said.
The city is also looking to
bring a 24-hour restaurant to
Charleston, Probst said, but no
plans have been made yet.
By Caitlin Prendergast
A D M I N I S T R A T I O N  E D I T O R
A federal mediator, requested by
the administration and the faculty
union, could possibly resolve negoti-
ation issues in three to four meetings.
Dan O’Leary, director of federal
mediation services for the region, said
he suspects a federal mediator could
work quickly to get the administration
and Eastern’s chapter of  the
University Professionals of Illinois
to reach an agreement.
The two groups have been negoti-
ating a new three-year faculty con-
tract for months and have had trou-
ble reaching consensus on issues.
The UPI and the administration
made a joint request for a federal
mediator to aid in the bargaining
process two weeks ago, and are wait-
ing to set a date when all parties can
get together.
O’Leary said the mediator, Jerry
Carmichael from Indianapolis,
might have already contacted both
sides, but the UPI and the adminis-
tration have not released a meeting
date yet.
“I suspect he’s in touch with both
sides, but the average mediator can
have 45 to 50 assignments at any
given time,” he said.
When the mediator does join nego-
tiations, O’Leary said he will identify
open or unresolved issues and work
out suggestions, compromises and
proposals for the bargaining
process.
Carmichael will hear private
information from both groups and
use that information at an appropri-
ate time to help them reach an agree-
ment.
“He’ll do anything to get the two
parties together,” O’Leary said.
“Several mediators have come out of
teacher negotiations that have run 12
to 18 hours.”
Mediators are often on the road,
which makes it difficult to contact
them, and their priorities are usually
with the private sector. 
New KFC will add more
variety to town food options
Administrator reactions mixed in response to resolution
“Right now the deans
have made it explicitly
clear that they will
have students serving
in some aspect.”
—Ronnie Deedrick
Negotiation issues
soon could be resolved
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SANTA CLAUS 2 (G)
DIGITAL SOUND  4:00 6:45 9:20
I SPY (PG13)
DIGITAL SOUND  4:30 7:00 9:30
THE RING (PG13)
5:15 7:10 9:50
JACKASS: THE MOVIE  (R)
5:15 8:05 10:15
GHOST SHIP (R)
DIGITAL 5:30 7:50 10:00
ABANDON (PG13)
4:40 7:40 10:10
SWEET HOME ALABAMA (PG13)
4:40 7:30 9:55
MY BIG FAT GREEK WEDDING  (PG13)
4:50 7:20 9:40  
JONAH: A VEGGIE TALE  (G)   6:45
RED DRAGON   (R)   7:00
Wednesday Night
$1.50 Stoli’s All Flavors
$1 Rolling Rock Bottles
Spades Tournament
$5 Entry Fee
By Caitlin Prendergast
A D M I N I S T R A T I O N  E D I T O R
The university plans to spend
around $300,000 to hire a consult-
ant for a new network design.
Mihir Chatterji, the recently
appointed assistant vice president
for information technology servic-
es, discussed a new network infra-
structure with the Faculty Senate
at Tuesday’s meeting.
Faculty Senate members voiced
complaints about the current infra-
structure, including extreme slow-
ness and frequent server failures. 
Chatterji said he is committed to
bringing the university’s system
up to modern standards, but
requires the expertise of a con-
sultant to make recommenda-
tions for a new design.
Jeff Cooley, vice president for
business affairs, said a consult-
ant can be paid for with deferred
maintenance dollars, since the
university’s network has been
deferred maintenance for some
time.
An expert with a knowledge of
electrical engineering and con-
struction is needed for the proj-
ect, Cooley said.
Information technology serv-
ices, Chatterji said, is thorough-
ly examining these problems
now, but is having a difficult
time figuring out the source of
the problem.
“We have a rather fragile
network at this point,”
Chatterji said. “It’s hard to iso-
late and prevent these issues
because of our current ‘band-
aid’ situation.”
The “band-aid” situation
Chatterji referred to is the
way the university has been
dealing with the outdated net-
work.
Cooley said technology has
changed four times since
Eastern installed the current
network, and information tech-
nology systems has been hav-
ing a difficult time patching
up problems with the infra-
structure.
Chatterji said the infrastruc-
ture that’s already built is
based on  different technology,
and the university is not just
looking to “put more gas in it.”
Once proposals have been
evaluated and a price for a
consultant has been set, action
on an upgrade can begin,
Chatterji said. The project
will be “all-encompassing”
and will require a complete
rewiring of the system.
Cooley said he had put in a
$6 million technology fund
request with the Illinois
Board of Higher Education
for a system revamp, but
because of the bad economy,
the request was denied. He
said he will keep applying and
hopes to get enough cash to
begin construction in the sum-
mer.
The type of system to be
installed will depend on the
consultant’s recommendations
and the resources available,
and Cooley said it’s important
to keep some sort of network
up while a new one is put in,
which might last a while.
“I promise to improve (the
network),” Chatterji said.
“But I have to beg for your
patience for maybe even
another year.”
A new item concerning
increased student participation
on faculty search committees
was pulled from the Faculty
Senate’s agenda at Tuesday’s
meeting.
Ronnie Deedrick, student vice
president for academic affairs,
presented the senate with the
resolution last week. The
Student Senate approved the
resolution two weeks ago, but
Deedrick said the resolution has
not received a lot of support.
After speaking to four deans,
Deedrick said they were uncom-
fortable with setting a mandate
for students to be included on
faculty search committees,
although some departments
already include students in
searches. 
The issue is not going to happen
right now, Deedrick said, and the
Student Senate is looking to form
a committee, with volunteers
from Faculty Senate, to discuss
long-term plans to “phase in” stu-
dent involvement in faculty
searches.  
By Carly Mullady
S T A F F  W R I T E R
Charleston’s City Council voted unanimously to authorize
an engineering service agreement with Consolidated
Services, Inc. for design work on Polk Avenue.
The authorization will allow designers to present ideas for
widening Polk in order to create more accessible east to
west roads through Charleston.  Mayor Dan Cougill empha-
sized the need to widen Polk because it is “a dangerous, nar-
row street.”
Local residents brought up worries of destroying
Charleston’s historic appearance and ruining residential
lawns or trees. However, the proposal guaranteed no trees
would be removed and very little lawn space would be lost.  
While plans have not been finalized, street widening is
proposed to take place on Polk Avenue from Division
Street to 6th Street.
In addition to agreements for continuing idea presenta-
tions from Consolidated Services, Inc., a unanimous vote
approved using motor fuel tax funds for the project.
Current negotiations authorized approximately $30,000
from an original request for $60,000.  
Council members also voted unanimously to continue
information gathering over the MCC Illinois L.L.C. Cable
TV Franchise Agreement. The 15-year contract would
involve cable upgrades prospectively scheduled for a six-
month completion process.  
Various complaints about the current cable conditions
were mentioned, contributing to an uneasiness that pushed
contract signing ahead. The repeated poor cable service and
frequent outages were reasons for hesitation but were also
mentioned as reasons to commit to a long term service
provider for resolution. 
Currently, any outages would cause the entire area’s cable
to go out, but MCC Illinois L.L.C. Cable TV has proposed
upgrades that would divide the population into smaller areas.
This would restrict cable problems to groups of 500 or less
people rather than the entire Charleston area.
By Alta King
F E A T U R E S  E D I T O R
Eastern’s French Club is experienc-
ing a renaissance after nearly a decade
of absence. A trip to France inspired the
beginning of the French Club this
semester.
Alexis Berry, a senior French major,
and Katy Gilbert, a senior French
major, took a trip to France this sum-
mer. Berry and Gilbert made plans to
begin the club when the fall semester
started.
“I had always wondered why there
wasn’t a French Club. There’s a Spanish
Club, and they have so much fun,”
Berry said.
Berry is the main reason for the exis-
tence of the French Club this semester,
said Gilbert. 
“She (Berry) came here this semes-
ter with so many ideas,” Gilbert said.
Berry became the president of the
club, and Gilbert became the vice pres-
ident. They began spreading the word
about the club with fliers around
campus and by hosting events. The
club held a Halloween bingo last
month and showed a movie. This
week, the French Club is hosting
French Week. 
“We mostly put fliers up in
Coleman, but for French Week we
posted them everywhere,” Berry
said.
Members of the club have also
told foreign language professors
about it because foreign language
students are required to go to activ-
ities, Berry said. 
Members of the French Club have
attempted to hold meetings every
other week, but schedule conflicts
have halted this, Berry said. The
club usually meets on Wednesday or
Thursday nights. There is a French
Club bulletin board on the first
floor of Coleman Hall where foreign
language classes are held. 
“(The bulletin board) tells when
the next meeting will be and about
upcoming events,” Berry said.
Anyone interested in French is
welcome to join the club, and speak-
ing French isn’t necessary, Gilbert
said. 
Gilbert has taken French classes
for eight years. She began taking
classes in her freshman year of high
school because she enjoyed the
teacher.
“When I went to orientation, the
French teacher was so cool and the
class was so friendly that I decided,
‘Hey, I’ll take French,’” Gilbert
said.
Gilbert was pleasantly surprised
during her stay in France this sum-
mer; when French people heard her
speak, they said her accent must be
southern French. 
“I was like, ‘No, I’m an American,’”
Gilbert said.
Sarah Claunch, a senior math and
computer sciences major with a minor
in French, is also a member of the
French Club. Claunch was exposed to
French as a child and began studying
the language in junior high. Claunch
feels that having a French Club is
important for students who study
French so they can practice speaking
it. 
The French Club is planning on tak-
ing a field trip next semester. 
“We want to go to Chicago to eat at a
French restaurant and possibly attend
a museum,” Berry said. 
For French Week, the club held a
bake sale and showed a movie on
Monday, hosted a food night Tuesday
and will have a game night Wednesday
at 6 p.m. in Coleman room 1170. 
“For game night, we will teach
French vocabulary before we play,”
Claunch said.
Everyone is welcome to participate
in the game night and to join the
French club.
“(The bulletin board) tells
when the next meeting
will be and about upcom-
ing events.”
—Alexis Berry
Network infrastructure discussed with Faculty Senate
Student helps organize French ClubCouncil votes for Polk work
facilitate about 3,000 people for the
concert. While Judy said student
sales were far better than he had
hoped, the UB may change their
advertising strategies while 
promoting the next concert to the
general public.
“(Low general public ticket
sales) was the only fault in the
show, I think,” he said. 
The total estimated expense of
the Everclear concert was more
than $46,000. The Gelheads, the
opening band, were paid $100
while Everclear was paid $27,500.
Caleb said the band fees were defi-
nite totals and would not fluctuate.
Other expenses such as catering
and advertising were estimated
and are likely to go over, but may
be offset by overestimates like the
cost of the stage crew, Judy said.
“We ended up using less people
than we planned (for the stage
crew),” he said.
“We did a very good job of esti-
mating.” 
Despite the unexpected over-
spending for Everclear, Judy said
the concert committee has spent
fewer concert fee dollars through-
out the semester than anticipated. 
The UB planned to use half of
the concert fee budget, which was
implemented to bring ticket prices
down for students and act as a
financial buffer during concert
planning. This is the first year stu-
dents have paid a concert fee and
every year it will bring in about
$100,000. The UB plans to spend
half of the budget every semester.
So far this semester, the UB has
spent about $5,000 concert fee dol-
lars to bring Lucky Boys Confusion
and about $29,500 for Everclear. 
The UB made about $3,000 prof-
it from the Family Weekend Jeff
Foxworthy show, which went back
into the concert fee budget, adding
up to total of about $33,000 taken
from the concert fee budget.
Judy said the board plans on
spending more money and taking
more risks next semester because
it has done so well with spending
this semester.
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Student Senate
plans apologies
for Homecoming
By John Chambers
S T U D E N T  G O V E R N M E N T  E D I T O R
Student Senate will introduce
a motion Wednesday night to
write a letter of correspondence
apologizing for student behavior
at this year’s homecoming
parade. 
The bill was a result of last
month’s senate External
Relations Committee meeting
that drew student and communi-
ty comment regarding students
throwing items and directing
obscenities at those marching
along the parade route, Speaker
of the Senate Bill Davidson said.
“This is in light of the com-
plaints heard at the external
relations meeting,” he said. “All
letters of correspondence that
go through Student Government
need to go through senate. All
letters of correspondence
(are)...the majority of senate’s
opinion.”
The letter will be sent to
Newton Central Junior High,
Charleston High School,
Charleston Middle School and
“any other organization who we
find were harassed,” said
External Relations chair George
Lesica, co-author of the motion.
There are plans to establish a
subcommittee to discuss ways to
curb harassing student behavior
in the future, he said. 
Lesica said the committee will
gather information from the
community, sororities, fraterni-
ties and others to discuss options
ranging from placing security at
different areas of the parade
route to eliminating the parade
as a homecoming event.
The letter states, “Eastern
Illinois University is a friendly
and pleasant atmosphere that
does not encourage unsightly
and distasteful behavior. Please,
recognize that the circum-
stances that you encountered
were the actions of a few, and not
the majority of Eastern students.
In fact, the University communi-
ty will be working to greatly
improve the Homecoming
events, so that these situations
can be avoided.”
The senate will have the
option to table the motion
tonight.
Two motions tabled last week
to allocate monies to Student
Government will be voted on
tonight.
One will allocate $508 for
reimbursement from the
Apportionment Board for
expenses arising from the
Council on Academic Integrity
at the University of Virginia.
Ronnie Deedrick, student vice
president for academic affairs,
and Student Senate member
Amanda Sartore attended the
conference.
The reimbursement will cover
the expenses of Sartore attend-
ing the conference. The Judicial
Affairs office funded the other
three representatives who
attended, including one adminis-
trator and one faculty member.
The second item tabled will
allocate $65 for sending dele-
gates to the Illinois Board of
Higher Education’s Student
Action Committee.
The Anti-Stoneaholics are up
for approval as a Recognized
Student Organization.
The organization’s application
states the group’s purpose will
be, “to provide support for stu-
dents who are having problems
with their roommates due to
drug abuse.”
Student Senate meets at 7 p.m.
in the Arcola/Tuscola Room of
the Martin Luther King Jr.
University Union.
By Melissa Nielsen
C A M P U S  E D I T O R
The University Board con-
cert committee will start on
its first phase of planning the
next spring concert
Wednesday, only weeks after
successfully organizing its
first mainstream show.
UB concert committee rep-
resentatives will be stationed
in the Martin Luther King Jr.
University Union and
Coleman and Carman halls
from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. to pass
out surveys to students, said
UB chair Caleb Judy.
The surveys include a list
of bands that may be avail-
able to play in the Lantz
Arena during the days the
gymnasium is available. He
said students can rank each
band from zero to five,
depending on their level of
interest in seeing the band
perform on campus.
“We want to survey as
much as possible,” he said.
“We are not as restricted with
the ranking (system).”
Judy said students are
asked to rank each band indi-
vidually in the survey
because the ranking system
gives the UB more options. If
students’ first choice is not
available, they can move
down the ranking results to
find the most popular bands.
For the fall concert, Lantz
was only available for one
day, and Judy said he hopes
more dates will be free for
spring events.
The surveys are part of a
three-pronged effort the UB
plans to launch geared at
gaining students input for
spring concerts. 
Judy said the concert com-
mittee also plans to add a link
on their Web site that will
allow students to vote and
rank their favorite bands and
use UB members as represen-
tatives of the student body.
University Board concert committee 
will survey students for their band picks
Concert:
Board plans on taking
more risks in spring
after success this fall
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GOP edges toward house control
Republicans marched toward
continued control of the House on
Tuesday and Democrats struggled
to defend their endangered Senate
majority in midterm elections.
President Bush’s brother coasted to
a new term as governor of Florida.
Republicans seized a Democratic
Senate seat in Georgia as Rep.
Saxby Chambliss defeated Sen.
Max Cleland. And the GOP pre-
vailed in a pair of high-profile races
for open seats, Elizabeth Dole win-
ning in North Carolina and John
Sununu in New Hampshire.
In Maryland, Robert Ehrlich was
elected governor - the first
Republican in more than three
decades. In Illinois, Rep. Rod
Blagojevich captured the state-
house for the Democrats for the
first time in more than a quarter
century.
Democratic chairman Terry
McAuliffe, no fan of the president,
said the overall trend was due in
large measure to Bush’s standing. “I
think I pin a lot of it on that this is a
president who has had very high
approval ratings. He’s had the
longest sustained approval ratings
of any president in modern history,”
McAuliffe said.
International Programs: Job
opportunity looking for energetic,
outgoing, self motivated individ-
ual with interest or experience in
International travel or study
abroad.  Call Angie or Becky at
581.3390
__________________________11/8
HIRING FOR SECOND SEMES-
TER: PART-TIME & FULL-TIME
POSITIONS. SEEKING CANDI-
DATES FOR ORDER ENTRY.
STRONG KEYBOARDING
SKILLS A PLUS. MUST POS-
SESS EXCELLENT COMMUNI-
CATION SKILLS. EXPERIENCE
WITH PHONE SALES HELPFUL.
SCHEDULING FLEXIBLE. APPLY
IN PERSON AT SCHOLASTIC
RECOGNITION, INC. COLES
BUSINESS PARK 5955 PARK
DRIVE, CHARLESTON FOR
DIRECTIONS, CALL 345.9194
_________________________12/16
JOURNALISM AND ENGLISH
MAJORS: HIRING FOR SECOND
S E M E S T E R
PROOFREADERS/TYPESET-
TERS. MUST POSSESS COM-
MAND OF ENGLISH LANGUAGE
AND ABILITY TO DISCERN MIS-
TAKES IN TEXT QUICKLY AND
ACCURATELY. EXPERIENCE
WITH MACINTOSH AND PAGE-
MAKER A PLUS. SCHEDULING
FLEXIBLE. APPLY IN PERSON AT
SCHOLASTIC RECOGNITION,
INC. COLES BUSINESS PARK
5955 PARK DRIVE,
CHARLESTON FOR DIREC-
TIONS, CALL 345.9194
_________________________12/16
Bartender trainees needed. $250
a day potential. Local positions.
1-800-293-3985 ext.539
_________________________1/13
Searching for a Job that Works
Around Your Class Schedule???
WESTAFF has immediate long
term customer service/inside
sales positions available. We
offer: Flexible Scheduling, A
Fun/Professional Atmosphere,
Paid Training, Competitive
Starting Salary. Call Now!!!
345.1303 WESTAFF eoe m/f/h/v
_________________________00
Fall ‘03. 3 BR 1 bath home. Close
walk to campus. 1306 4th Street.
Central air. NO PETS. $675
month. 345.5037
_________________________11/8
Fall ‘03. 6 bed 2 bath home.
Excellent location—718 Grant.
A/C, Washer/Dryer. NO PETS.
$1500 month. 345.5037
_________________________11/8
Fall ‘03. 5 bed 2 bath home. Close to
Greek Court. A/C, Washer/Dryer,
Screened-in porch. NO PETS. $1250
month. 345.5037
_________________________11/8
Fall ‘03. 5 bed 2 bath home.
GREAT location—903 Cleveland.
A/C, Washer/Dryer. NO PETS.
$1125 month. 345.5037
_________________________11/8
FALL 2003: 5,4,3,2, BEDROOM
HOUSES  2 BEDROOM APART-
MENTS,1026 EDGAR DR. 348-
5032
_________________________11/11
FALL 2003. Apartments and
houses. Check ‘em out!
www.eiuapts.com. 345-2416.
_________________________11/11
Newly purchased, extra nice, 3
bedroom, 2 bath home on
University Drive. W/D incl. Close
to campus. Available: December
1st or August 1st. 345-9267
_________________________11/15
AVAILABLE NOW OR SECOND
SEMESTER! Townhouses and
Apartments for 2 to 5 Tenants.
Bargain Price! 345-4489, Wood
Rentals, Jim Wood, Realtor
_________________________11/22
DON’T WAIT!! Go for the best!
Beautiful, like new apts. Near
campus! Good management &
security. 345.2516. Available Fall
2003.
_________________________11/29
Fall 2003: Brittany Ridge, 4 bed-
room for 4 or 5 people, 2 1/2
baths, W/D, DSL access, Low
utilities and great floor plan.
$200/mo/person, Local, respon-
sive landlord. 348.8886 leave
message
_________________________12/13
GET OUT OF THE DORMS!!! Get
ready for Springtime parties.
January-rooms available for Short
term lease. Share house VERY
close to campus. 345.3273
_________________________12/16
LEASING FOR FALL 2003-2004:
1,2,& 3 BR apts, clean, good loc,
trash & parking incl. No pets.
Williams Rentals, 345.7286
_________________________00
2 BR, 1 car garage. Nice back-
yard & patio. Located in a quiet
neighborhood. Available now!
$550/mo. 345.5088
_________________________00
Apts. for rent at 1812 9th St.
AVAILABLE NOW! 3&4 BR, Lease
time negotiable. Close to cam-
pus. Please call for appt. & info.
348.0673
_________________________00
Apts. for Rent at 1812 9th St.
Available 2003-2004. Furnished,
close to campus, behind EIU
Police. 1,2,3,& 4 BR. Laundry on
premises, parking included, &
trash paid. Locally owned, clean
& nice. Call for appt. & info.
348.0673
_________________________00
FALL 2003. 2-3 Bedroom fur-
nished apartments. 1/2 block
from rec center. No pets or par-
ties. 345-5048
_________________________00
FALL 2003. Furnished houses for
4-7 girls. 10 month lease. No pets
or parties. 1/2 block from rec cen-
ter. 345-5048
_________________________00
FALL 2003. 1-2 bedroom fur-
nished apartments. No pets or
parties. Low utilities. 10 month
lease. 2 1/2 blocks from campus.
3454-5048
_________________________00
AVAILABLE DECEMBER: Large 1
BR, Nicely Furnished. Solid Oak
Cabinets, A/C. $350/mo. Located
741 6th St. Call 581.7729 or
345.6127
_________________________00
3 BR Apt, New kitchen with
dishwasher, microwave, cent
air, laundry, very nice. No
pets. 345.7286
_________________________00
2 BR apt, furn/unfurn, nice, Great
location, all elec. A/C. No pets.
345.7286
_________________________00
GET THE BEST BEFORE THE
REST. 2, 3, AND 4 BEDROOM
UNITS AVAILABLE. CLOSE TO
EIU. IF YOU WANT A NICE, NEW,
AND CLEAN APARTMENT FOR
NEXT SCHOOL YEAR CALL 348-
1067
_________________________00
Single apt on square. $350
includes gas/water/trash. Dave
345-2171 9-11am
_________________________00
ALL GALS: Very clean, 2 BR
furnished apt. Water, trash,
laundry room, all included for
$260/mo. on the corner, 1111
2nd st. Right next to park.
Day: 235-3373, Evening: 348-
5427
_________________________00
NICE, NEWLY REMODELED 3
BEDROOM APARTMENTS. RENT
AS LOW AS $280/PERSON. FUR-
NISHED. SUPER LOW UTILITIES.
DSL/ETHERNET 03/04 SCHOOL
YEAR. 345-5022
_________________________00
2 BR UNF. APT. W/ STOVE,
REFRIG, AC, LAUNDRY IN COM-
PLEX.  TRASH PD.  1305 18th ST.
$395 MO. SINGLE/ $460 2
ADULTS. PH 348-7746.
_________________________00
For Rent 1,2, and 3 bedroom fur-
nished apartments on campus.
Signing incentives.  Call 348-1479
_________________________00
BELL RED DOOR APTS.  1,2, & 3
BEDROOM, OFF STREET PARK-
ING. SPRING SEMESTER 2003
LEASES AVAILABLE. OFFICE
345-1266 OR 346-3161.
_________________________00
1,2,&3 BDRM. APTS. OLD-
TOWNE MANAGEMENT.  CLOSE
TO  CAMPUS.  345-6533.
_________________________00
1 BLOCK FROM OLD MAIN-3 BR
UNF. APT W/ STOVE, REFRIG,
DISHWASHER, MICROWAVE,
CATHEDRAL CEILING, INDIV.
SINK/VANITY IN EACH BED-
ROOM, WATER/TRASH PD. 348-
7746
_________________________00
LINCOLNWOOD PINETREE
APARTMENTS Now showing 2
and 3 bedroom apartments avail-
able IMMEDIATELY, 2ND SEMES-
TER, or select your apartment
NOW for fall 2003! LINCOL-
NWOOD PINETREE offers lots of
space, swimming pool, volleyball
court, walk to campus.  Located
across from Carman Hall. 345-
6000
_________________________00 
Exceptionally economical! 1 BR
apt. w/loft, Furnished for 1 or 2
persons. $370 for 1, $425 for 2-
1/2 of duplex, 1 BL N of O’Brien
Field, Call Jan 345.8350
_________________________00
2003-2004 school year. Nice and
close to campus. Unfurnished
houses. No pets. $285 per person
per month. 12 month lease. 345-
3148 or 512-9227.
_________________________00
4 BR, 2BA HOUSE FOR FALL
‘03. W/D, low utilities, roomy
with great backyard. Very nice
house, close to EIU. Never
been used as rental before.
345-9595
_________________________00
One bdrm. apts. for Aug ‘03-’04.
PP & W PROPERTIES, INC.  2
EXCELLENT LOCATIONS. ONE
BLOCK AND 1 1/2  BLOCKS
NORTH OF OLD MAIN ON 6TH
STREET. One or Two person leas-
es.  Central heat & AC, laundry
facility. Trash service & off street
parking included.  Perfect for seri-
ous students or couples.  348-
8249
_________________________00
Fall 2003: 2 & 3 bedroom fur-
nished apartments. Utilities
included, close to campus, no
pets. Call 345-6885
_________________________00
2 nice houses, fully applianced,
W/D. Available Spring 2003 and
Fall 2003. Excellent locations.
345-7530
_________________________00
Must Sell!! Playful young ferret
with new cage plus many acces-
sories. $175 obo. A great pet.
217.497.9772
_________________________11/11
1 or 2 sublessors needed to share 3
bdrm apt. for spring semester.
$250/mo. +utilitiies. Call Jeff at 348-
1624.
_________________________11/8
SUBLESSORS NEEDED!! January-
July. 2 BR Apt, 11th & Jackson.
$250/mo + utilities. Water & Trash
paid! W/D. Call 348.1679 ASAP!!
_________________________11/12
FOUND: Watch  near University
building. Call 345-6145 or 345-
3798 to inquire.
_________________________11/7
LOST: a man’s black leather wal-
let. Small reward if returned. Call
345-5088.
_________________________11/8
FREE DIETARY ASSESSMENTS!
Contact Beth at 581.7786
_________________________11/7
USA Spring Break Presents
Spring Break 2003. Campus Reps
Wanted. Earn 2 free trips for 15
people. Cancun, Bahamas,
Mazatlan, Jamaica, Acapulco,
South Padre, & Florida. Call Toll
Free 1.877.460.6077.
www.usaspringbreak.com
_________________________11/8
The majority of EIU students drink
0,1,2,3 or 4 drinks a week (n=471
representative students, Spring
2002)!
_________________________11/8
If someone has been drinking &
will not respond to verbal or phys-
ical prompts, has irregular breath-
ing and/or cold, clammy skin-
CALL 911. They more than likely
have alcohol poisoning.
_________________________11/8
***SPRING BREAK BLOWOUT***
LOWEST PRICES & FREE TRIPS
FREE MEALS AND PARTIES, BOOK
BY NOV. 6TH, limited inventory left,
Most RELIABLE**15 YEARS EXPERI-
ENCE FEATURED ON TRAVEL
CHANNEL, & MTV.  SUNSPLASH
TOURS.COM  1-800-426-7710
_________________________11/23
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EPSILON SIGMA ALPHA Business Meeting tonight at 5:30pm in
Charleston/Mattoon Room. Please remember pin attire.
NATURAL TIES Information Meeting tomorrow night at 5pm in
Greenup Room. Everyone welcome! Come & learn what Natural Ties is
all about. Change a life, maybe even yours!
EIU ASTRONOMY CLUB Bimonthly meeting tonight at 9pm in
Physical Science rm 2437. Don’t have to know astronomy to come.
ACEI Organizational Meeting tonight at 7pm in Kansas Room. Daniel
Carter will be speaking on a principal’s expectations.
LEARNING ASSISTANCE CENTER Test Taking Workshop on Wed.
Nov. 6 at 5:00pm in Room 2016, Ninth Street Hall.
CHRISTIAN CAMPUS HOUSE Wed. Night Bible Study on 11/6/02 at
7pm at Chrisitan Campus House. Come join us for bible study and
worship - everyone is welcome.
The Daily Eastern News
Classified ad form
Name: _________________________________
Address: _______________________________
Phone: _______________ Student: ❏ Yes ❏
Under classification of: __________________________
Expiration code (office use only):
_________________
Person accepting ad: ________ Compositor: _______
No. words / days: ________ Amount due: $_________
Payment:
Dates to run: _________________________________
Ad to read:
30 cents per word first day ad runs. 10 cents per word each consecutive day 
thereafter. 25 cents per word first day for students with valid ID, and 10 cents per word 
each consecutive day afterward. 15 word minimum.
DEADLINE 2 p.m. PREVIOUS DAY – NO EXCEPTIONS
The News reserves the right to edit or refuse ads considered libelous or in bad taste.
ACROSS
1 Dust remover
4Shadow
9Locker room
features
14Author
Umberto
15“The
Crucible”
setting
16Pretends to
get K.O.’d
17
Peacemaker?
20To begin with
21“Let’s ___”
22Noggin tops
23Sacrosanct
27Originate
(from)
28Eccentric
type
30They navigat-
ed by a star
31Always used
by a poet
32Stocking tips
33Accusation
35Suavity that
helps one
hitch a ride?
37It may go
around the
block
40Viscount’s
superior
41Canadian
electees, for
short
44Butter sub-
stitute
45Charger
47Riverbank
predator
48Halloween
display
50Bond player,
once
51Kind of meet
52Major British
publisher
54Like a good
building
developer?
58Like two, to
four
59Oscar winner
for “The
Cider House
Rules”
60Diamonds,
slangily
61Meat and
potatoes
62Turn outward
63New England
catch
DOWN
1Problem dur-
ing convales-
cence
2Overhead
projector
sheet
3Chase
4They open
Windows
5Pathfinder
explored it
6Part of a
Rorschach
test
7Whistle-
blower
8Vermonter
operator
91961
Newbery
Medal winner
Scott
10One of many
hats worn by
Benjamin
Franklin
11Gametes
12___ room
13Streak in the
sky, for short
18Carpe ___
19Unrevealed
asset
23Former lead-
ing light
24Failed negoti-
ation result
25Humpty
Dumpty
26Conk out
28High-quality,
as a film
29Landing
craft: Abbr.
32Opening day
of the
Masters:
Abbr.
34Stomach
acid, symbol-
ically
35Backyard
sight
36___ Bo (work-
out system)
37Coiffures
38Antlered ani-
mal
39Buttonless
shirt
41Blah
42Home of the
Atlas
Mountains
43Like some
candles
46Debaters’
needs
47Fixed by an
ed.
49Pitchers
50“Ahoy” recip-
ient
52Silvers who
played Sgt.
Bilko
53Sicilian
erupter
54Amiss
55Prefix with
lithic
56Wee hour
57Interstice
Puzzle by Tyler Hinman
ANSWER TO TODAY’S PUZZLE
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13
14 15 16
17 18 19
20 21
22 23 24 25 26
27 28 29 30
31 32 33 34
35 36
37 38 39 40 41 42 43
44 45 46 47
48 49 50
51 52 53
54 55 56 57
58 59 60
61 62 63
Edited by Will Shortz No. 0925
RAGUMBRAODORS
ECOSALEMDIVES
LEADEROFTHEPACT
ATFIRSTROLL
PATESHALLOWED
STEMFLAKEMAGI
EERTOESCHARGE
THUMBTACT
DETOUREARLPMS
OLEOSTEEDCROC
SKELETONMOORE
SWAPPEARSON
ONTHERIGHTTRACT
FEWERCAINEICE
FOODSSPLAYCOD
F O R  S A L E
S U B L E S S O R S
A N N O U N C E M E N T S
unpopular Republican Gov. George Ryan,
who declined to seek a second term amid
an ongoing federal corruption investiga-
tion.
The governor’s campaign fund, top aides
and friends have been indicted in
Operation Safe Road, a federal investiga-
tion of corruption in the secretary of
state’s office during the two terms he ran
the agency. George Ryan has not been
charged with wrongdoing.
In the Senate race, Durbin ran a well-
funded campaign while his Republican
opponent, state Rep. Jim Durkin, was
unable to afford a single television ad.
With 91 percent of precincts reporting
unofficial results, Durbin had 61 percent
and Durkin had 37 percent.
In one of the nation’s most closely
watched congressional races, redistricting
pitted two incumbents against one another,
with Rep. John Shimkus, R-Collinsville,
winning.
Each man tried to portray himself as the
more conservative candidate. They sup-
port gun rights, oppose abortion and call
for smaller government
BEFORE YOU SPRING BREAK,
E-BREAK! The online authority for
Spring Break 2003! Visit
www.ebreaknow.com for all of
your Spring Break needs!
________________________12/16
ACAPULCO-BIANCHI-ROSSI
TOURS-SPRING BREAK! The only
company exclusive to Acapulco!
That’s why we’re the BEST. “Go Loco
Inn Acapulco” with the #1 Spring
Break Company in Acapulco for 16
years! Call 800.875.4525 Today.
www.bianchi-rossi.com. Be a Rep,
travel FREE-ask how!
________________________12/16
****ACT FAST!! Save $$$, Get
Spring Break Discounts! 1.888
THINKSUN (1.888.844.6578 dept
2626) www.springbreakdis-
counts.com
________________________12/16
***ACT NOW!!! Guarantee the
best SPRING BREAK PRICES!
South Padre, Cancun, Jamaica,
Bahamas, Acapulco, Florida &
Mardi Gras. TRAVEL FREE, Reps
needed, Earn $$$$. Group
Discounts for 6+.
1 . 8 8 8 . T H I N K S U N
(1.888.844.6578 dept 2626)
www.springbreakdiscounts.com
________________________12/16
#1 Spring Break Vacations!
Mexico, Jamaica, Bahamas,
Florida, Texas! Campus Reps
Wanted! Best Prices. Free
Parties & Meals!
1.800.234.7007 endlesssum-
mertours.com
________________________12/16
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Election2002
S T E P H E N  H A A S / S T A F F  P H O T O G R A P H E R
At the Coles County Democratic Headquarters, John Hayden, candidate for the 110th District State Representative, watches poll
results on television with Jon Robeson, a campaign volunteer, on Tuesday night. Hayden lost to Charleston native Chapin Rose.
Righter:
Candidate will focus on ways to trim
the state budget
C O N T I N U E D  F R O M  P A G E  1
throughout the campaign.
“This campaign was about laying out (my) message to
voters,” he said. 
During the campaign, Righter focused on issues such as
education and the local and state economy. He also was
concerned with the recent decision by the state legislature
to end monetary assistance to college students in teacher’s
education programs after four years.
“It typically takes five years to get a teacher’s ed. cer-
tificate,” Righter said in a previous interview. “But we
eliminated the fifth-year monetary assistance program.
We have to restart that fifth year (assistance).”
Thomas, who raised far less money than Righter, ran on
a platform of helping the poor and increasing funding for
treating the mentally ill and drug addicts.
“Help those who can’t help themselves,” Thomas said at
an Oct. 15 debate in Mattoon.
As a state senator, Righter said he would start working
for his constituents immediately, including researching
ways to trim the state budget.
“(State legislators) have an obligation... to start looking
at the budget, and find ways to reduce taxpayer spend-
ing,” Righter said. “That should be done before we go to
spring session.” 
Second on Righter’s agenda is to create two district
offices for his 160-mile-long district — one in Mattoon, his
hometown, and the other in the southern part of the 55th
District.
What’s first on Righter’s agenda?
“I’m going to go to sleep for awhile,” he said.
Governor:
Durbin, Shimkus retain roles
in Congress, Phelps loses seat
after redistricting
C O N T I N U E D  F R O M  P A G E  1
Familiar names do well overall
WASHINGTON (AP) — It was a good
night for some familiar names. 
One-time presidential candidates
Elizabeth Dole of North Carolina and Lamar
Alexander of Tennessee, both Republicans,
won their Senate races. New Jersey voters
sent a retired Frank Lautenberg, a
Democrat, back to the Senate. 
In Minnesota, former Vice President
Walter Mondale was fighting in a tight race
for a return trip to the Senate. 
In many states, second-generation candi-
dates worked to carry on the family busi-
ness. In New Hampshire, Republican Rep.
John Sununu, whose father once served
tours as governor and White House chief of
staff, was elected to the Senate. In
Massachusetts, Republican Mitt Romney
was elected governor. He follows in the
steps of his father, who served as
Michigan’s governor and once ran for pres-
ident. 
And in Arkansas, Democrat Mark Pryor
will follow his father, who served 18 years
in the Senate. 
From the more recent chapters of histo-
ry, Republican Katherine Harris took the
national spotlight two years ago as Florida’s
secretary of state during the contested
presidential race. She’ll now represent the
Sarasota area in the House. And Democrat
Bill Richardson, who served as President
Clinton’s energy secretary, will be the next
governor of New Mexico. 
Another Clinton alumnus, Democrat
Erskine Bowles, who served as White
House chief of staff, lost the North Carolina
Senate race to Dole. 
It also was a bad night for a legendary
Democratic family, as Kathleen Kennedy
Townsend, the eldest daughter of Robert
Kennedy, lost her race for governor of
Maryland. 
 Lamar Alexander, 
Elizabeth Dole, Katherine Harris
win election bids Tuesday
Republicans now eyeing control of House
WASHINGTON (AP) — Republ icans
marched toward continued control of the
House on Tuesday and Democrats fought to
defend their endangered Senate majority in
midterm elections. President Bush’s brother
coasted to a new term as governor of
Florida.
Republicans won two high-profile races
for open Senate seats, Elizabeth Dole pre-
vailing in North Carolina and John Sununu
in New Hampshire.
In Maryland, Robert Ehrlich was elected
governor — the first Republican in more
than three decades. In Illinois, Rep. Rod
Blagojevich captured the statehouse for the
Democrats for the first time in more than a
quarter century.
Democratic chairman Terry McAuliffe,
no fan of the president, said the overall trend
was due in large measure to Bush’s standing.
“I think I pin a lot of it on that this is a pres-
ident who has had very high approval rat-
ings. He’s had the longest sustained
approval ratings of any president in modern
history,” McAuliffe said.
Democrats needed to gain seven seats to
win control of the House, and the trend was
against them.
Democratic Rep. Karen Thurman fell in
Florida, while GOP Reps. Nancy Johnson in
Connecticut and Charles Pickering in
Mississippi dispatched Democratic incum-
bents in head-to-head contests.
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Yearbook
Pictures
November 11 - 15
9 am to 5 pm
Union Walkway
$5 for Seniors
$4 for Underclassmen
By Matthew Stevens 
S T A F F  W R I T E R
The Ohio Valley Conference
Tournament is down to four teams
fighting for one NCAA
Tournament automatic bid and his-
tory could repeat itself for the
Eastern Illinois women’s soccer. 
Similar to their 2001 NCAA
Tournament run, the Panthers are
the number two seed and will be
forced to go through Cape
Giradaeu, Mo. to earn that auto-
matic berth.
“Half of our team didn’t go on
last season’s ride but I can tell you
that the upperclassmen remem-
ber,” said head coach Steve
Ballard.
On Friday the action will start
with the defending OVC
Tournament champion Panthers
facing the three seed Tennessee-
Martin in the semi-final round
while the four-seed Golden Eagles
of Tennessee Tech will look to
upset the host and top-seed
Southeast Missouri.
No. 1 Southeast Missouri 
For the second year in a row, the
Indians (13-4-1, 5-0) will play for
the conference championship at
home and will hope for a better
result in 2002.
Last season, SEMO lost 1-0 to the
Panthers in the OVC championship
game in the school’s first ever
opportunity to win conference.
The 16 returning Indians players
still haven’t forgot Nov. 11, 2001.
“I’m sure that our players won’t
ever forget last season,” SEMO
head coach Heather Nelson said.
This season could be a little dif-
ferent for SEMO because they
stayed home during NCAA
Tournament play last season.
However, because the NCAA has
increased its tournament involve-
ment from 48 to 64 teams, SEMO
might be able to get an at-large
berth in 2002.
“I think that we could definitely
be in that bubble area that the com-
mittee will take a look at,” Nelson
said.
SEMO defeated Tennessee Tech
earlier in the year, 2-1, but the
Indians felt that was arguably the
toughest game they played all sea-
son long.
“Our previous 2-1 victory
could’ve gone either way and that’s
what concerns me,” Nelson said.
The Indians will not be depend-
ent on a single striker for scoring
because four players have five or
more goals but nobody has more
than seven.
No. 2 Eastern Illinois
The Panthers can go into the
2002 OVC Tournament with a been
there, done that attitude.  
In last season’s OVC Tournament
title run, four different players
scored five goals in wins over
Tennessee Tech and SEMO.
Friday’s opponent Tennessee
Martin have been giving Eastern
plenty of bulletin board material
this week.
“We’ve seen the statements that
they have made on their web site
and we intend to use that as moti-
vation,” Ballard said.
Eastern defeated the Skyhawks
1-0 in their only meeting this sea-
son, but Ballard is sure that
Eastern matches up well with
UTM.
“I have no doubt that if we play
like we’re capable of, we will be the
victor,” Ballard said.
Ballard did stress that in this
type of do-or-die situation, the first
goal is always the most important.
“It’s sudden death for everybody
and they gave us everything we
could handle at Charleston so in a
neutral site game, we have to get
that first goal,” Ballard said.
No. 3 Tennessee - Martin
In what could arguably be the
biggest turnaround, the Skyhawks
have qualified for the OVC
Tournament since they shortened
the event to four teams.
“We are happy to make it this far
because it’s such a huge step for
the program,” head coach Nathan
Pifer said.
In the last four years, the
Skyhawks record has been 2-15, 1-
19, 0-18, 4-14 but have been trans-
formed into a 11-3-1 team in 2002.
Pifer’s first season was the win-
less season but his third season will
try to give UTM  their first trip to
the NCAA Tournament in school
history.
“We are going in this thing to win
but we recognize that EIU and
SEMO are the top teams to beat,”
Pifer said.
The Skyhawks recruiting has
been increasingly better under
Pifer and this accomplishment will
only help a rising program.
“It definitely benefits the pro-
gram by getting even better play-
ers who want to compete for a win-
ner,” Pifer said.
The Skyhawks are concerned
about Eastern’s experience as the
defending tournament champ.
“(Eastern) is such a mature team
and they’ve won this thing before,”
Pifer said.
Even though they are arguably
the underdog of the tournament,
Pifer feels like in sudden-death any
team could go to the NCAA
Tournament.
“As the number three seed, we
aren’t supposed to beat the number
two but frankly, we aren’t sup-
posed to be here at all,” Pifer said.
No. 4 Tennessee Tech
The Mission Impossible theme
rains truer than ever for the
Golden Eagles.  Their mission, if
they choose to accept it, is to defeat
the host SEMO in their own back-
yard.
History is also not on Tennessee
Tech’s side, in the three past OVC
Tournaments, the top seed has
never lost their opening game.
The Golden Eagles last NCAA
Tournament appearance was 2000
after they came to Charleston and
knocked off the top-seeded
Panthers, and therefore they have
experience defeating a host team.
Tennessee Tech relies on for-
ward Jill Burns who has scored 13
goals in 15 games this season.
The Golden Eagles will need a
big effort from goaltender Carly
King who has a 1.03 goals against
average.
O V C  T O U R N A M E N T
Deja Vu’ in women’s soccer tourney
Ar
oun
d the league
Wo m e n ’ s  S o c c e r
“I have no doubt if we
play like we’re capable
of, we will be the vic-
tor”
—Steve Ballard
S T E P H E N  H A A S / S T A F F  P H O T O G R A P H E R
Sophomore forward Audra Frericks
attacks the goal in a recent home
match at Lakeside Field
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Tonight @
Bar Room
Boxing
Fight Starts @ 8 PM
Ring Girl
Competition
$1.50 20 oz.
Drafts
POTEETE PROPERTY RENTALS 
930 LINCOLN AVENUE
5-7 Person Houses Available with
Great Locations
Most Houses Have Washers & Dryers
Great Maintenance
Good Landlords
Frequent Renovations
Many different sizes and styles
See us on the web at
www.poteeterentals.com
345-5088
NOW SHOWING
for 2003-2004 School Year
1/2
PRICE KILLER
NACHOS
AT
SOUTH OF THE
BORDER
$2 ~ Corona, XX, 
Tequila Shots
$1~ Well Drinks
$2 ~ Ciclón Mixers
UV Contest
Coming Soon
Every Wednesday
Appreciation Day
FREE
Hot Hors
6 pm-9 pm
Premium U-Call Its
$2.50
Fill all the
empty seats
at your next
event...
ADVERTISE
Yay verily! I declare 
Advertise in ye
olde DEN this
fortnight
thee advertisement to
be smashing!
581-2816
Call today
NEW STAFF::NEW ATTITUDE::NEW LOOK::NEW STUS
WWW.STUSONLINE.COM
Stu’s
Brings back Thursday nights
$2 22 oz Bud Light
& Miller Lite Bottles
$3 UV Doubles
 Panthers expect a
much different game
this time against UTM
By Aaron Seidlitz
S T A F F  W R I T E R
The women’s soccer team is
heading into the conference tour-
nament in the best fashion possi-
ble.  The team had rattled off
four straight wins before its loss
to Illinois when the team traveled
to Champaign on Saturday.  The
Panthers hope to bounce back
with the start of the conference
tournament when they play
Tennessee Martin.
Eastern did not go into the
game against Illinois with too
high of hopes.  Even though the
team lost by 4-0, positive reac-
tions could be gathered out of the
first half.
While the team played well for
the first 25 minutes to keep the
game scoreless, the game soon
snowballed after that.
Nevertheless, the Panthers hoped
to make something of this game
against top notch  competition.
“The entire game was pretty
difficult, but we’re not out of our
league,” senior Terri Manser
said.  “I thought we played pretty
well considering how good of a
team they were.”
Head coach Steve Ballard also
realized that the game against
Illinois was more a gauge of how
well they could handle a superior
team.  
His Panthers needed a high
level of effort just to stay with
their opponent, and Ballard did
see some things that he liked.
“We played real well against
them (Illinois), but we did make
some mistakes against them and
they took advantage of them,”
Ballard said.
Knowing they played well
against a bigger school should
give the Panthers even more con-
fidence heading into the confer-
ence tournament. The team,
which is composed of mostly
younger players, seemed to peak
at the right time and has taken
the Illinois loss in stride.
Eastern’s early season strug-
gles did not derail this team, who
turned their season around by
mid-season.  At the tail end of
their season, the Panthers strung
together four straight victories.
“We have looked at the games
we have lost and we learned from
them,” senior Cara LeMaster
said.  “Now we can hang on to
some close games and come away
with the win.”
This goes well for the Panthers
as they head into the conference
tournament.  Their first game
will be against Tennessee Martin,
a team the Panthers only defeat-
ed by a one goal margin in their
first match-up.  While they won 1-
0, the team still understands that
this match will be a little differ-
ent.
“This game will be different
mostly because the first game
was played in the rain, and this
game will be played on dry astro-
turf,” LeMaster said.  
Besides the different condi-
tions, Eastern also knows that the
game will be highly competitive
and the winner will have to play
especially well early on.
“They (Tennessee Martin) will
be fired up and will be highly
emotional at the beginning of the
game.  It will be really important
for us to get on the board first,”
LeMaster said.
Bloomquist:
C O N T I N U E D  F R O M  P A G E  1 2
Coaches have an interest to
know the condition of the players
they are supposed to coach. It
undermines their ability to do
their job. 
Much of the sports world
revolves around injuries and the
treatment of them. To deny the
release of public information
about the athletes they follow —
public figures — denies free
speech rights. 
The whole thing could be
solved with a simple signature on
a waiver. Injury status can be
released with the permission of
the athlete, but it seems as though
there’s much more at stake here
and the clock is far from striking
midnight on the issue.
Field:
Sophomore forward provides extra spark
for Panthers off the bench
C O N T I N U E D  F R O M  P A G E  1 2
Missing two straight seasons can make it difficult to get back to
the same level of play, but Carroll was familiar with the program
and worked hard in the offseason to make things easier. 
“I know all the guys really well so it wasn’t hard for me to get
back into it,” Carroll said. “I also worked by myself in the offsea-
son and stayed in shape.”
Carroll knew that he would be a factor this year in helping the
team improve from their dismal season last year in which they
missed the MVC tournament, but he would have to fight to earn
his spot back.
“(Howarth) said that no spot was guaranteed and that I would
have to work for it,” Carroll said. “I expected to start, but not at
every other position.”
Carroll and the Panthers now look to beat the odds and knock
off the second seeded Creighton Bluejays on Friday. “Everybody
is real confident,” Carroll said. “We feel if we can beat Creighton,
we can make it to the final.”
Doherty:
C O N T I N U E D  F R O M  P A G E  1 2
Doherty received a pass from
freshman forward Jimmy Klatter
and found himself with a one on one
opportunity against the Prairie
Stars goalkeeper. Doherty slid it ino
the back of the net for his first goal
of the season.
Doherty put the Panthers ahead
with his second goal of the game in
similar fashion by converting on
another breakaway. “Nate is the
type of guy that is poised and can
score goals,” Howarth said. “He is
definitely knocking on the door for
some playing time this weekend.” 
Senior midfielder Aaron Aguirre
gave the Panthers a two goal lead
with his second goal of the season on
a penalty kick. Illinois-Springfield
was able to get one more goal, but
was unable to finish on late scoring
opportunities as they took the loss.
Howarth said that despite being
an ugly victory he was still pleased
with the outcome. “It was a good
victory for us,” Howarth said.
“There are always positives and
negatives. We will take the win.”
The Panthers will get a day off on
Wednesday and will be back to work
on Thursday to make some final
adjustments before playing
Creighton. “We still need to fine
tune and tweak a few things before
Saturday,” Howarth said.
W O M E N ’ S  S O C C E R
Eastern looks to bounce back after loss
“I thought we played
pretty well considering
how good of a team
they were.”
—Steve Ballard
This day in Panther sports...
 199o – The volleyball team
wins in four games against
Southern Illinois in McAfee Gym.
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O U T  O F  B O U N D S
Nate Bloomquist
S P O R T S  E D I T O R
Injury law
possible for
NCAA sports
The clock is ticking for those
in the athletic department at
Eastern and many other uni-
versities around the nation.
Beginning April 14 of next
year those in the medical pro-
fession could have those in ath-
letic circles tied up. 
But it’s all in the interpreta-
tion.
The Health Insurance
Portability and Accountability
Act states that by April 14, col-
leges and universities and
other health care providers
can’t release any information
about injuries suffered by ath-
letes unless the athlete gives
prior consent to that release.
Worst-case scenario, here’s
what could happen.
Athletic trainer: “Coach,
your starting quarterback can’t
play the second half.”
Coach: “Why not?”
Athletic trainer: “He’s
injured.”
Coach: “With what?”
Athletic trainer: “It would be
against the law for me to tell
you.”
Eastern athletic trainer
Mark Bonnstetter doesn’t want
it to come to that.
“I don’t’ think it’ll be that
way,” he said. “But right now
we just don’t know.”
Bonnstetter and employees
in health services are working
on plan to make sure Eastern is
a compliance with the law.
There is no solid timetable in
tact for changes to be made,
but Bonnstetter guaranteed
Eastern would be in compli-
ance by the deadline.
The problem he and other
universities are having is the
interpretation of the law. It
may mean coaches and others
can know about the condition
of an athlete, but can’t know
what type of medical treat-
ment athletes are going to
receive.
In the past, coaches would
talk freely to the media and
others about the types of treat-
ment an athlete received. Will
the athlete have an MRI taken?
Will the athlete need surgery?
Will the athlete need a cast for
a broken bone? The days of all
of this information being
released to whoever wants to
know are almost certainly
gone.
Eastern has already taken
steps to come into compliance.
Bonnstetter met with coach-
es to discuss the new regula-
tion and advised them to defer
any questions about injuries to
him.
Panther head football coach
Bob Spoo won’t talk about
injuries any more and will only
say whether or not a player
will be ready at game time. 
The regulation was made in
the interest of keeping health
records confidential so insur-
ance companies won’t drop
clients because of health rea-
sons.
But this law seems a bit
extreme, especially when
applied to those in athletic cir-
cles.
Panther sports calendar
T H U R S D A Y Volleyball at Tennessee State 7 p.m.
F R I D A Y Volleyball at Tennessee Tech 7 p.m.
Women’s Soccer vs. UTM
SATURDAY Footbal vs. Tennessee-Martin Noon O’brien Stadium
Men’s Soccer at Creighton 1 p.m.
T O P  C A T
“He has a nose for the goal and plus he’s a good defender.” Adam Howarth
Getting it done all over the field
(Editor’s note: Top Cat is a weekly series taking an in-
depth look at Eastern’s top athlete from the previous
week. Winners can be selected only once each year.
Selection is made by the Daily Eastern News sports
staff).
By Matt Williams
S T A F F  W R I T E R
Eastern junior men’s soccer player Brian Carroll
can do it all. 
Wherever head coach Adam Howarth has asked
him to play, he has gone. He defends his goal and then
urns around and attacks his opponents.
Carroll began the season at defense after injuries to
several key players in the backfield, and moved to
midfield for most of the season until last weekend
where he scored three goals at forward in the team’s
two conference games.
His three goals helped the Panthers secure the sev-
enth spot in the Missouri Valley Conference tourna-
ment and helped him earn this week’s Top Cat.
Every coach can appreciate a player who is willing
to play wherever you ask him.
“He has definitely been our utility guy,” Howarth
said. “He has a nose for the goal and plus he’s a good
defender.”
Carroll’s role at forward came because of the
absence of freshman forward Jimmy Klatter in
Friday’s game against Evansville. He made an impact
immediately by scoring two goals in a 3-1 victory over
the Purple Aces.
His production earned him another start Sunday
against Southwest Missouri. Carroll scored the only
goal in a 2-1 defeat, giving him four on the season. 
Carroll enters each game expecting to see playing
time, but is unsure where he will be when he steps on
the field.
“Eveybody makes jokes about it because we split up
into offensive and defensive players in practice and I
have to ask where I am supposed to go,” Carroll said.
“(My role) pretty much changes from game to game.”
The Danville native made progress toward getting
back to where he was before missing the last two sea-
sons. Carroll red-shirted the 2000 season after suffer-
ing a knee injury in the first game and sat out last fall
because he was ineligible. He played in 10 games as a
freshman and started in three. S T E P H E N  H A A S / S T A F F  P H O T O G R A P H E R
Eastern junior Brian Carroll controls the ball against Bradley on Oct. 18 at Lakeside Field.
Carroll has played a vital role in helping the Panthers make it to the MVC tournament.
Doherty paces Panthers in 3-2 win
M E N ’ S  S O C C E R
 Sophomore scores two
goals as Eastern beats
Illinois-Springfield
By Matt Williams
S T A F F  W R I T E R
The Eastern men’s soccer team
made their final preparations
before the Missouri Valley
Conference Tournament with a 3-2
victory over Illinois-Springfield
Tuesday at a mud-filled Lakeside
Field.
The Panthers (8-10-1, 3-5-1) fell
behind early in the first half, but
came back and were able to hold
off the Prairie Stars (9-6-1) for a
non-conference win.
The game was a good chance for
Eastern head coach Adam
Howarth to give different players
some playing time and have a little
fun after conference play ended
last weekend. Howarth was able to
sit many of his starters to prepare
them for their MVC tournament
game against Creighton on
Saturday.
“Other players that usually don’t
get a lot of time got to play for us,”
Howarth said. “We used our squad
and that was nice.”
Illinois-Springfield got on the
board first to give them an early 1-
0 first half lead. Sophomore for-
ward Nathan Doherty opened up
the scoring for the Panthers with
six minutes left in the first half. C A I T L I N  B U L L I S / A S S O C I A T E  P H O T O  E D I T O R
Junior midfielder Abraham Martinez dribbles the ball through a muddy Lakeside Field in Tuesday’s 3-2 victory over
Illinois-Springfield.
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